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Sweep 2011 morgan is the last of an unbroken line of ancient and powerful witches though she still has much to
learn magick has brought her more than she could ever have imagined the love of her soul mate p 4 of cover
Wicca: The Coven 2013-09-05 wicca the coven by cate tiernan morgan has discovered she is a blood witch that
means the people she thought were her parents and her sister are not related to her that she was adopted she
confronts her parents who reluctantly admit the adoption morgan is determined to find out more about her birth
parents but her family try to stop her why don t they want her to know the truth morgan s story is intersperced with
extracts from her blood mother s book of shadows a witch s book of personal spells etc at the end morgan finds her
mother s book of shadows in her boyfriend s mother s private library cate tiernan has published books for young
adults in the us this is her first series for puffin uk she has researched wicca and witchcraft thoroughly for this series
giving the stories an authentic and convincing background cate lives in the usa
Sweep: Reckoning, Full Circle, and Night's Child 2011-12-08 witch morgan rowlands and her guide hunter
realize that the future of their world depends on the conviction of their love but as the dark encroaches it becomes
difficult to resist the destinies that await them
Sweep: Book of Shadows, the Coven, and Blood Witch 2010-09-02 perfect for fans of the secret circle the
vampire diaries and the witches of east end series the first three sweep books bound into one gorgeous edition at a
fabulous price morgan rowlands never thought she was anything other than a typical sixteen year old girl but when
she meets cal a captivatingly handsome coven leader she makes a discovery that turns her whole world upside
down she is a witch descended from an ancient and powerful line and so is cal their connection is immediate and
unbreakable cal teases out morgan s power her love her magick but morgan discovers too soon that her powers are
strong almost too powerful to control and she begins to suspect that cal may be keeping secrets from her secrets
that could destroy them both
Seeker 2008-05-01 hunter is reunited with his father who vanished years before but hunter doesn t find his
childhood hero instead he finds a dark and shadowy version of the man he once knew
Book of Shadows 2007-03-22 morgan and her best friend bree are introduced to wicca when a gorgeous senior
named cal invites them to join his new coven morgan falls for cal immediately and discovers that she has strong
inexplicable powers
Full Circle 2009-03-19 hunter morgan and alisa together the three worked to defeat the most unspeakable evil
known to witches now the danger they face is just as deadly but to vanquish their new foe they must first defeat
the weaknesses within themselves
Immortal Beloved 2010-09-07 cate tiernan author of the popular sweep series returns with immortal beloved a
breathtaking new romance and the first book in a stunning new fantasy trilogy nastasya has spent the last century
living as a spoiled drugged out party girl she feels nothing and cares for no one but when she witnesses her best
friend a dark immortal torture a human she realizes something s got to change she seeks refuge at a rehab for
wayward immortals where she meets the gorgeous undeniably sexy reyn who seems inexplicably linked to her past
the immortal beloved continues with darkness falls available now and eternally yours available november 2012
Dark Magick 2002 i loved cal i trusted him he taught me about wicca he helped me find out who i am then i met
hunter he warned me that cal is dangerous evil now i must find out the truth if hunter is right we are all in great
danger morgan knows now she is a blood witch but she doesn t know who or what to trust except her magick
Origins 2008-09-18 the chronicle of the deadly woodbane conspiracy as told by one of morgan s own ancestors has
fallen into hunter s and morgan s hands hunter and morgan explore the world of these powerful witches to find a
way to vanquish them at last
Strife 2008-05-01 frightening things are happening when morgan is around books are flying lightbulbs are
exploding and no one knows the cause morgan s friends think she s the cause of this strange activity how can she
prove she s not to blame
Reckoning 2009-03-19 alisa is still coming to terms with being a blood witch longing for a sense of belonging or
understanding alisa seeks out her mother s family while there she finds comfort in some of the mysteries of her
past but she also uncovers danger hostility and fear and she must make a choice that could change her future
Sweep 2010 when she receives her mother s ritual tools morgan feels pressure from cal to use her powers after
being betrayed by cal and his mother morgan narrowly escapes and morgan prepares for a ritual to enhance her
magical powers
The Calling 2008-02-28 morgan and hunter travel to new york city morgan to seek out information about her birth
parents and hunter to continue his quest to end the deadly woodbane conspiracy but in their search for answers
they find themselves in terrible danger
A Necklace of Water 2006-04-20 the balefire coven has tried and failed to replicate the original rite that bestowed
immortality upon them centuries ago some were hoping to finally die others to discover new reaches of power twins
clio and thais weren t sure what to expect but now they are forced to confront a hidden enemy who still wants them
dead in addition they re coping with the love they both feel for the same person who has finally made his choice
readers who devoured the first three books in this thrill ride series will be dying to see what happens next and they
ll be rewarded with a shocking turn of events that no one will predict
A Chalice of Wind #1 2005-08-18 after seventeen year old thais allard loses her widowed father in a tragic car
accident she is forced to leave the only home she s ever known to live with a total stranger in new orleans new
orleans greets thais with many secrets and mysteries but none as unbelievable as the moment she comes face to
face with the impossible an identical twin clio thais soon learns that she and the twin she never knew come from a
family of witches that she possesses astonishing powers and that she along with clio has a key role in balefire the
coven she was born into fiery clio is less than thrilled to have to share the spotlight but the twins must learn to
combine their powers in order to complete a rite that will transform their lives and the coven forever
Eclipse 2008-11-20 morgan knows that a dark wave of destruction is on its way everyone she loves is in jeopardy
so morgan hunter and a surprising new ally join together to fight a battle that will test their powers more than any
of them can imagine in this struggle of good versus evil bright magick versus dark who will survive to tell the tale
Dark Magick 2007-03-22 evil forces are after morgan forces connected with a dark wave of magick and she knows
something is wrong with the way cal is acting although she can t put her finger on it cal is definitely hiding
something but is he out to hurt her as hunter says
Changeling 2008-02-28 when morgan receives a shocking revelation about her family she s thrown into a moral
tailspin believing that her essential nature is evil is her dark heritage too powerful to overcome
Night's Child 2009-07-23 twenty years ago morgan rowlands was the most powerful young bloodwitch to come
around in generations making magickal discoveries facing and conquering unimaginable evil and surviving a
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devastating betrayal her daughter fifteen year old moira knows there s more to her mother s past than she s been
told and the secrets that lie in morgan s heart could destroy moira s entire world when moira learns two painful
truths about her family she begins to put the puzzle together and realizes that someone close to her is in grave
danger
Reckoning 2009 morgan knows that a wave of destruction is on its way and everyone she loves is in danger so she
hunter and alisa join together to battle the dark powers in a fight that will test their abilities to the limit
Dark Magick 2007 morgan having discovered with the help of cal that she is a real ancestral witch comes to the
realization that she cannot trust cal a boy she thought she loved
A Feather of Stone #3 2005-11-03 after seventeen year old thais allard loses her widowed father in a tragic car
accident she is forced to leave the only home she s ever known to live with a total stranger in new orleans new
orleans greets thais with many secrets and mysteries but none as unbelievable as the moment she comes face to
face with the impossible an identical twin clio thais soon learns that she and the twin she never knew come from a
family of witches that she possesses astonishing powers and that she along with clio has a key role in balefire the
coven she was born into fiery clio is less than thrilled to have to share the spotlight but the twins must learn to
combine their powers in order to complete a rite that will transform their lives and the coven forever
Strife 2002 frightening things are happening around me someone is using their magick for violence my friends
think it s me they are wrong i m not the one who is out of control but how can i prove it before it s too late
seventeen year old morgan is a blood witch but there are others around her with magickal powers too the ninth
book in the wicca series
Blood Witch 2007 as she begins to learn more about magick and the powers she has inherited morgan rowland
finds herself falling in love with cal blaine and discovers that she is at the center of a power struggle in a world she
hardly knew existed
The Calling 2009 morgan s powers can be used for good or for evil which will she choose lately morgan has been
having dreams terrible visions of someone in trouble someone who will die unless she can prevent it morgan is a
blood witch and she thought she knew the truth about herself but what if everything she s learned turns out to be
lies the most compelling series you ll ever read feed your addiction
The Coven 2002 i know now i am not a regular teenager i am a witch a real blood witch my parents are not my
parents my sister and i share no blood even in the coven i am too powerful now too different to belong i am alone
except for cal sixteen year old morgan is not who she thought she was but in that case who is she
Awakening 2009 morgan betrayed by her first love is attempting to come to terms with her woodbane heritage and
with the good and evil sides of wicca
Wicca: Origins 2003-01-30 seventeen year old blood witch morgan is finding out about her wiccan ancestry when
she discovers a book of shadows that once belonged to her ancestor rose macewan she makes some shocking
discoveries about rose and her life it is 1682 and rose must conceal the fact that she is a witch or risk death it is a
hard time to be a wodebayne who is in love with one of the rival leapvaughn clan spurned by her lover diarmuid
and facing trial for witchcraft rose s desire for revenge unwittingly releases the dark wave which will have
repercussions generations into the future
Book of Shadows 2001 moira rowlands knows little about her mother s past as the most powerful witch of her
generation but the secrets that her mother still holds could have painful consequences for her
Night's Child 2009 at last i am coming into the sunlight the dangers i faced are gone and i am in love deeply in love
but lately i ve been having dreams terrible visions of someone in trouble someone who will die unless i can prevent
it who is calling me like this and what will it cost me to help morgan is a blood witch but where is her real family
and who are her friends and her enemies
The Calling 2002 it s a time of joy for hunter as he is reunited with his father who disappeared years ago but
morgan sense that something is wrong and that hunter s dad has a dark secret
Seeker 2008 when her boyfriend cal a member of the same coven insists that witchcraft is in her blood 17 year old
morgan is confused her parents definitely aren t witches they do seem to be keeping something secret though
something about morgan s past
The Coven 2001 the ground keeps shifting below me i thought i knew the truth about myself but everything i
learned has turned out to be lies i ll do whatever i have to sacrifice anything to find out what i need to know i ve got
to know who or what i am morgan is a seventeen year old blood witch with powers that can be used for good or for
evil which will she choose
The Changeling 2002 nastasya has lived for hundreds of years but for some reason life never seems to get any
better she left her spoiled rich girl life to find peace at river s edge a safe haven for wayward immortals there she
learned to embrace river s edge despite som drama involving the sexy reyn who she wants but won t allow herself
to have but just as she s getting comfortable her family s ties to dark magick force her to leave she falls back into
her old hard partying ways but will her decision lead her into the hands of a dark immortal or will it be her first step
to embracing the darkness within her
Darkness Falls 2012-01-02 separated since birth seventeen year old twins thais and clio unexpectedly meet in new
orleans where they seem to be pursued by a coven of witches who want to harness the twins magickal powers for
its own ends
A Chalice of Wind 2005 morgan and hunter are now deeply in love morgan has found out about her family and
her history but hunter is still in the dark about his own parents and is desperate to find the truth about them hunter
leaves morgan behind when he goes to seek his father in canada but when he finds him he also finds out some
disturbing news about morgan this tenth story in the series is told from the viewpoint of hunter
Wicca 10 2002-11-28 for now morgan is safe from the dark wave that has been attacking witches betrayed by her
first love she is trying to come to grips with her woodbane heritage and with wicca its thorn and its rose
Awakening 2007-03-22
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